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Observation of diffractive orbits in the spectrum of excited NO in a magnetic field
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We investigate the experimental spectrum of excited NO molecules in the diamagnetic regime and develop
a quantitative semiclassical framework to account for the results. We show the dynamics can be interpreted in
terms of classical orbits provided that in addition to the geometric orbits, diffractive effects are appropriately
taken into account. We also show how individual orbits can be extracted from the experimental signal and use
this procedure to reveal the first experimental manifestation of inelastic diffractive orbits.
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Periodic orbit~PO! theory @1# has been a very successf
quantitative and qualitative tool in the analysis of syste
displaying strong quantum fluctuations. In particular, t
complex photoabsorption spectrum of excited hydrogen
oms in a static magnetic field was interpreted within clos
orbit theory~COT! in terms of periodic orbitsclosedat the
nucleus@2#. However standard PO theory was shown to
insufficient for systems containing a scatterer smaller
comparable to one de Broglie wavelength because the P
may hit the scatterer, thereby producingdiffractiveorbits @3#.
In certain mesoscopic devices diffractive orbits crucially
fluence the spectrum@4#, whereas in nonhydrogenic Rydbe
atoms in static fields the atomic core acts as a scatterer
ducing combination orbits@5#. This was experimentally ob
served in the photoabsorption spectrum of helium, which
parts slightly from the hydrogenic case@6#. In the case of
Rydberg molecules, core effects are expected to be m
important: the reason is that the diffractive scatterer has
internal structure~the quantum states of the molecular cor!.
Indeed, model calculations recently predicted that Rydb
molecules in external fields would display a novel type
diffractive orbit produced by inelastic scattering of the PO
on the core@7#.

In this work, we address this problem by investigating t
experimental spectrum of excited NO molecules in a m
netic field. We show the apparently complex spectrum can
well understood in terms of closed orbits provided molecu
core effects are appropriately taken into account. We will
that individual orbits may be extracted from the experimen
results by using a modified Fourier transform, and use
technique to show the first experimental manifestation of
inelastic diffractive orbit in a physical system. Although
most previous studies of atoms in a magnetic field have
lied on scaled-energy spectroscopy@in which the fieldB is
varied with the Rydberg electron energyE so as to keep the
scaled energye5E(B/B0)22/3 constant, with B052.35
3105 T], such a scaling law does not hold, albeit appro
mately, for molecules. We will nevertheless calculate an
1050-2947/2003/68~6!/061401~4!/$20.00 68 0614
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proximate semiclassical spectrum by interpolating the pr
erties of the most important closed orbits.

Rydberg states of NO were observed at a constant m
netic field of 0.93 T. The experiment, carried out in a ‘‘ma
netic bottle’’ time of flight spectrometer, was described els
where @8#, but in short a two-photon highly selectiv
transition with a pump laser brings the molecule from t
ground stateX 2P3/2 ~in the vibrational levelv950) into the
single rotational Zeeman sublevelN53 MS51/2 of the first
electronic excited stateA 2S1, v851; N is the total angular
momentum exclusive of spin and the constant spin num
MS will henceforth be disregarded. The sublevelsMN523
to 3 ~whereMN is the projection ofN on the field axis! were
not resolved but their relative population is known. In a se
ond step, the probe laser, linearly polarized parallel to
field axis, excites the molecules to high-lying Rydberg sta
having alsov51 ~so we can neglect vibrational couplings!.

These excited states are further ionized via vibratio
autoionization into the ground state of the NO1 core. The

FIG. 1. Experimental spectrum for the transition from t
A 2S1, N53, MN523, . . . ,3 states of NO in a static magneti
field of strengthB50.93 T. The lower scale gives the energy re
tive to the ground state of NO. The origin of the upper scale co
sponds to the field-free ionization threshold for levels converging
the N151 rotational state of NO1.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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resulting spectrum, which lies higher in energy than tho
previously published in Ref.@8# ~in which nonperturbative
diamagnetic effects could be neglected!, is shown in Fig. 1.
The Fourier Transform~FT! of the experimental spectrum i
shown in Fig. 2~a!, whereas Fig. 2~b! displays the semiclas
sical calculations. These will be detailed below, but we e
phasize right away that unlike a spectrum at constante, the
semiclassical calculation of a spectrum varying with the
ergy is a delicate task because the classical phase-s
changes with the energy and is therefore different at e
point of the spectrum. Before turning to the extraction
individual orbits, we detail the mechanism~considered to
take place at constant energy! by which the closed orbits give
rise to the spectrum.

Since in theA 2S1 state the orbital momentum of th
Rydberg electron is a mixture of bothl 50 and l 52, the
probe laser excites to final states havingl 51,3 and N
52,3,4. Photoexcitation takes place in the molecular fra
~in which the Rydberg electron is coupled to the molecu
core!, but following excitation the electron uncouples fro
the core andN is no longer conserved, although its projecti
MN is conserved@10#. The molecule is then described as
electron orbiting around the molecular core NO1 in well-
defined rotational statesN151,3, or 5. For each core con
figuration, the electron’s wave function is propagated se
classically along classical trajectories~see Fig. 3!. The
energy of the Rydberg electron is obtained from the ene
partition

EN15EN1511Br@N1~N111!22#1
ml

2
B/B0 , ~1!

FIG. 2. ~a! Fourier transform of the experimental spectrum. T
first peak ~marked with a star! is a residual oscillation from the
background due to the redistribution of the oscillator strength i
molecular Zeeman structures at low energies@9#. ~b! Closed-orbit
semiclassical calculations with~solid line! and without~dotted line!
the diffractive contributions. An independent calculation was p
formed for each value ofMN , each result was then multiplied b
the relative weight of theMN component before taking the Fourie
transform. Note that unlike a spectrum taken at constante, the wide
peaks are not correlated with single closed orbits but arise fro
coherent superposition of orbits at different energies. The sho
contributing orbit is an orbit perpendicular to the field with a peri
of 4.22 ps.
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whereBr is the rotational constant of NO1. Disregarding the
linear Zeeman shift, we have three main dynamical regim
for the Rydberg electron, each associated with a differ
rotational core state. Table I gives for each value ofN1 the
scaled energy ranges corresponding to the experime
spectrum.

At each energyEN1, some of the trajectories are turne
back by the field and return to the core. Only these orb
closed at the origin contribute to the oscillator strengthf (E)
@2#. Their contribution in the present case is given by@9#

(
N1

Q N1
G (

k
Ak~EN1!exp@ iSk~EN1!#. ~2!

Ak and Sk are three-dimensional quantities, respective
linked to the two-dimensional classical amplitudeAk and

o

-

a
st

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the excitation dynamics of
Rydberg states of NO in a magnetic field.~1! A pump laser excites
the molecules from the ground stateX 2P3/2 to the intermediate
stateA 2S1, N53, via a two-photon transition. A high-resolutio
probe laser then excites the molecules from the intermediate sta
Rydberg levels with orbital momentuml 51 andl 53. ~2! Follow-
ing this excitation the Rydberg electron uncouples from the mole
lar core which is left freely rotating with rotation quantum numbe
N151, 3, or 5.~3! As the Rydberg electron leaves the core regi
its dynamics is described using classical trajectories; the molec
energy is partitioned between the Rydberg electron and the cor
the core rotation increases~pictured by a larger core!, the energy of
the Rydberg electron decreases~symbolized by smaller orbits!. The
core region is less than 5 a.u. large, whereas even the shortest
associated with a highly rotating core in stateN155 extends be-
yond 1500 a.u.~4! Some trajectories~the geometric closed orbits!
return to the core; they are the same orbits that exist in the diam
netic hydrogen atom~i.e., in the absence of the core!. ~5! As the
Rydberg electron enters the core region, its dynamics recou
with the core. The waves carried by the geometric CO’s over
with the initially dipole excited waves, producing fluctuations in t
oscillator strength.~6! The electron scatters off the core, uncouple
and follows again classical trajectories; during the scattering p
cess, the electron may have exchanged energy with the core. E
tually, some trajectories return once more to the core; thesediffrac-
tive orbits, composed of two geometric CO’s connected by elas
or inelastic core-scattering, produce further fluctuations in the
cillator strength.
1-2
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actionSk of thekth closed orbit@11# @Sk includes the Maslov
index mk(EN1)]; those quantities depend on the energy
the Rydberg electron, i.e., on the core state and on the e
tation energy.Q N1

G is a quantity depending on the dipo
transition factor from theA2S1 to the excited states, and o
the transformation elements from the coupled to the
coupled frame; some values are given in Table I.

When the semiclassical wave function carried by the g
metric closed orbits returns to the core, it diffracts on t
scatterer~Fig. 3!. This diffraction process produces new
outgoing trajectoriesq, some of which eventually return t
the core; the resulting contribution tof (E) is given by

(
N1,N18

Q
N1,N18
D (

k,q
Ak~EN1!Aq~EN18!

3expi @Sk~EN1!1Sq~EN18!#. ~3!

Q
N1,N18
D

acts as a global diffraction coefficient; unlike di

fraction in quantum billiards@3,4#, Q
N1,N18
D

does not depend
here on the local geometry of the scatterer but solely on
quantum properties of the core~i.e., on the core-induced
phase shifts, known as molecular quantum defects; the v
of the six independent quantum defects for NO is given
Ref. @8#!. The matching between the semiclassical waves
the core wave function takes place in the stationary ph
approximation. The oscillator strength contains both ela
(N15N18) and inelastic (N1ÞN18) diffractive terms. In
the one core-scatter approximation, the total contribution
the fluctuations in the oscillator strength is obtained by su
ming the imaginary parts of Eqs.~2! and ~3!.

The experimental or semiclassically calculated FT spe
uF(t;j)u are, respectively, obtained by Fourier transformi
the photoelectron signal or the oscillator strength for wh
we shall use the same notationf (E), hence

F~ t;j!5E
Emin

Emax
f ~E!exp@2 i j~ t,E!#dE, ~4!

wherej(t,E)5Et, and we set the energy variable relative
theN151 ionization threshold asE5EN151. The semiclas-

TABLE I. For each state of the core, we give the range of
scaled energye of the Rydberg electron as the probe laser
scanned. WhenN155, the very low values ofe correspond to the
near integrable regime. ForN153, the dynamics of the Rydber
electron is mostly regular. ForN151, the electron enters the cha
otic regime: ate520.4, about 50% of the classical phase space

chaotic @12#. We also give the modulus ofQ G and Q D for N18

53 and forMN521; these values give a rough idea of the P
independent part of the fluctuations strength associated with
different geometric and diffractive contributions.

N1 1 3 5

e 21.1→20.4 21.5→20.7 22.1→21.4

uQ N1
G u 0.133 0.304 0.225

uQ N1,3
D u 0.004 0.264 0.003
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FIG. 4. Extraction of individual orbits from the experiment
spectrum using the chirped FT procedure. In the present illustra
we show the results for four orbits which exist at an excitati
energyE05226.91 cm21 below the field freeN151 ionization
threshold.~a! Extraction of the second return of the perpendicu
orbit (R2 in the nomenclature given, for example in Ref.@14#!,
associated with the core in stateN155; the corresponding scale
energy of this orbit ise521.49. Broken curve: standard FT of the
experimental spectrum, shown in Fig. 1.Thick curve: chirped FT of
the experimental spectrum obtained by calculating the func
j(t;E) appearing in Eq.~4! for this orbit. The arrow indicates the
calculated classical period ofR2, which agrees very well with the
position of the peak appearing in the CFT.~b! CFT extraction of the
orbit V1, parallel to the field axis, associated with the core in st
N153, ate520.85. ~c! Extraction of theR3

1 orbit associated with
the core in stateN151; orbits associated withN151 are generi-
cally more difficult to extract from the experimental signal becau
the oscillator strength tends to be dominated by orbits associ
with N155 and 3 ~see Table I!. However, at this energy, corre
sponding toe520.48, the classical amplitudeAR

3
1 is very strong

~becausee is close to the bifurcation energy at which this orbit
created@15#!, thereby allowing the signal to pick up its contributio
~d! By applying the CFT procedure to the action expans
SV1

(EN153)1SR
3
1(EN151), we can also extract thediffractive orbit

formed by the combination of the orbits extracted in~b! and~c!; the
period of the diffractive orbit is given by summing the periods
the two geometric CO’s. The shape of the orbits is given in
upper right-hand side of each plot (B is in the vertical direction!.
1-3
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sical calculations were undertaken by applying Eqs.~2! and
~3!. Since at each pointE0 of the spectrum the orbits an
therefore their amplitude and action change, we have de
mined the classical quantitiesAk , Sk , mk on an energy grid
for the primitive closed orbits and their repetitions. We th
interpolated those functions so as to obtain classical qua
ties varying with the energy. This procedure is only tracta
for the shortest orbits provided the scaled energy is not
high. Even then, the interpolated amplitude is inaccurate
the vicinity of bifurcation energies and the interpolation
mk(E), which for eachk changes abruptly at definite value
of E, may become inexact between two points of the ene
grid. Given those limitations, the agreement with the exp
mental FT spectrum is reasonable, as seen in Fig. 2. N
that a given peak in the FT spectrum is not correlated wit
single closed orbit but results from acoherent superposition
of orbits at different energies. We further mention that thl
mixture in theA state is not well known~we inferred it from
an experimental low-energy spectrum@8#!, and that the back-
ground substraction in the experimental spectrum is
trivial; details will be given elsewhere@9#.

Individual orbits can also be extracted from the expe
mental spectrum. We use again Eq.~4! with j(t,E) being
appropriately modified so as to counterbalance the vary
values of the classical quantities with the energy. Indeed
the neighborhood of some energyE0 a classical orbitk con-
tributes locally as a sinusoidal oscillation of periodTk(E0).
But as the energy is varied, the classical motion chan
turning the sinusoidal oscillation into a chirped modulatio
It has been shown very recently@13# that a chirped Fourier
Transform ~CFT! converts a chirp modulation into a sin
cs

et

ys

et
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oscillation, thus giving a sharp peak in the FT spectrum
CFT is defined by settingj(t,E)5t(E2E0)1b(E2E0)2

1c(E2E0)31 i ln a(E2E0) in Eq. ~4!. b andc are numeri-
cal coefficients anda is a function, which depend on th
orbit to be extracted: to extract an orbitk at some energyE0 ,
we Taylor expand the actionSk(E). To first order, we have
]ES(E0)5Tk(E0), i.e., the period of the orbit. Therefore b
setting b52]E

2Sk(E0)/2 and c52]E
3Sk(E0)/6 in the CFT

exponentj, we can expect to effectively linearize the sign
aroundE0 so that the CFT yields a peak att5Tk(E0). The
peak can be enhanced by using a functiona to compensate
for the signal amplitude variation; we have used the inve
of our interpolated functionsAk(E). As discussed in grea
details in Ref.@13#, spurious peaks inevitably appear in th
CFT spectrum. We proceed in the following manner: us
purely classical calculations, we compute on one hand
CFT of the experimental signal with the relevant paramet
b,c, anda, and on the other hand we determine the per
Tk(E0); the consistency of the procedure is ensured by
appearance of a peak at the computed valuet5Tk(E0) when
the orbit is successfully extracted from the signal. An illu
tration of the extraction procedure is given in Fig. 4. For
fixed energyE0 we extract one CO associated with each co
state@panels~a!–~c!#. Panel~d! shows the extraction of the
diffractive CO formed by the combination of the orbits e
tracted in~b! and ~c!.

In summary, we have investigated the experimental sp
trum of NO in the diamagnetic regime and interpreted
results in terms of geometric and diffractive classical orb
and we have shown how individual orbits can be extrac
from the experimental signal.
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